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One of the intentions of the Jackson reforms 
was to make the courts stricter in enforcing 
compliance with procedural rules and 
court orders. The amendments to the Civil 
Procedure Rules (CPR) that were aimed at 
bringing about this change received little 
attention before they were implemented 
(see box “The new rules”). There was also 
a degree of scepticism as to whether they 
would make much, if any, difference in 
practice, as the old rules gave the courts 
considerable case management powers, 
and the new rules still leave significant 
room for interpretation.

However, any doubts on that score have been 
put fi rmly to rest by two recent Court of Appeal 
decisions, which illustrate the courts’ tough 
new stance on compliance (Andrew Mitchell 
MP v News Group Newspapers Ltd [2013] 
EWCA Civ 1537; Durrant v Chief Constable of 
Avon & Somerset Constabulary [2013] EWCA 
Civ 1624). It seems that the courts have used 
the new rules as a vehicle to force a change 
of culture, so that the courts will make robust 
case management decisions where parties 
are in breach of the CPR or court orders. The 
sceptics have been proved wrong.  

Mitchell 

In Mitchell (the “plebgate” case), the Court 
of Appeal dismissed Mr Mitchell’s appeal 
against tough sanctions imposed for his 
legal team’s failure to fi le a costs budget on 
time. The budget was fi led the day before 
the hearing, rather than seven clear days 
as the CPR require. The upshot is that Mr 
Mitchell is unlikely to recover any costs 
beyond applicable court fees if he wins his 
case. Ironically, the defendant had also been 
late in fi ling its budget by one day, but the 
point was not taken. 

The court set out guidance as to how the new 
approach on compliance should be applied 
in practice. Key points are:

• Although the court still has to consider 
all the circumstances of the case on an 
application for relief from sanctions, 
the two factors that are specifically 
mentioned in CPR 3.9 (that is, the need 
for litigation to be conducted effi ciently 

and at proportionate cost, and the need 
to enforce compliance) are of paramount 
importance. 

• Where non-compliance is trivial or 
insignifi cant and an application for relief 
from sanctions is made promptly, the 
court will usually grant relief. Otherwise, 
the defaulting party must persuade the 
court that there was good reason for the 
default. 

• The courts will look more favourably on 
applications for an extension of time made 
before time has expired than applications 
for relief from sanctions made after the 
event.

• An application for relief from sanctions 
presupposes that the sanction was 
properly imposed in the fi rst place. If a 
party wishes to contend otherwise, the 
proper route is an appeal or, exceptionally, 
an application to vary or revoke the order.

Durrant

In Durrant, the Court of Appeal took an 
early opportunity to apply its own guidance 
in Mitchell and overturned the High Court’s 
decision to grant relief from sanctions for 
late service of witness statements. The 
result is that the defendant police authority 
will not be able to rely on any  witness 
evidence in defending the claimant’s serious 
allegations of assault and race discrimination. 

The evidence includes two statements where 
the deadline was missed by just one day. 

The court said that the High Court had 
not appreciated  how much less tolerant 
an approach towards non-compliance is 
required by the new rules. It emphasised that 
decisions under CPR 3.9 that fail to follow the 
robust approach laid down in Mitchell would 
commit an error of principle and should not 
be allowed to stand. 

In granting relief from sanctions, the High 
Court had placed particular weight on 
reputational issues and the public interest 
in the court scrutinising the actions of police 
offi cers in the light of all of the evidence. The 
Court of Appeal, however, said that such 
considerations should have only a limited 
role to play in an application for relief from 
sanctions. Although they may be relevant 
at the earlier stage of considering the 
appropriate deadline and any sanction for a 
failure to meet it, on an application for relief 
from sanctions the court’s starting point is 
that the order imposing the deadline and 
sanction were properly made.

Practical implications

Parties to litigation will need to ensure 
that deadlines set for procedural steps 
are realistic and that every effort is made 
to comply with them. Where that is not 
possible, they will need to apply for more 
time before the deadline arrives and be 
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The new rules

On 1 April 2013, in order to implement Lord Justice Jackson’s recommendation that 
the courts should be less tolerant of unjustifi ed delays and breaches of orders, the 
Civil Procedure Rules (CPR) were amended in the following two respects:

• The overriding objective in CPR 1.1 was amended to include an express reference 
to “enforcing compliance with rules, practice directions and orders”. 

• CPR 3.9 was amended to replace the previous list of nine factors that the court 
had to consider on an application for relief from sanctions with a statement that 
the court must consider all the circumstances of the case to enable it to deal justly 
with the application, including the need for litigation to be conducted effi ciently 
and at proportionate cost, and to enforce compliance with rules, practice directions 
and orders (for background, see feature article “Jackson reforms: what commercial 
parties need to know”, www.practicallaw.com/3-524-7405).
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prepared to demonstrate why an extension is 
appropriate. If a party wants to argue that the 
order imposing the deadline or the sanction 
was not appropriate when made, it should 
appeal or apply to vary or revoke the order. 
It appears that there will be little scope for 
such arguments on an application for relief 
from sanctions. 

Although trivial breaches are likely to be 
excused, there is obvious scope for debate 
as to whether or not a breach is trivial. Even 
where a breach can properly be described 
as trivial, it will still be necessary to apply 
for relief from sanctions promptly, at least if 
it is clear that the opponent is not prepared 

to waive the breach. Where a breach is not 
trivial, the party in default will need to show 
that there was good reason for the breach. 
This is likely to be more diffi cult to establish 
where the breach arises from circumstances 
within the party’s control.

One point that remains uncertain is whether 
the court’s tough new approach, and the need 
to apply for relief from sanctions, applies only 
where a breach has a built-in sanction (for 
example, where an “unless order” has been 
made, or where there is a sanction specifi ed in 
the CPR) or whether it applies to any breach 
of the CPR or a court order. Clarifi cation on 
this point would be welcome.

The Court of Appeal’s view, as expressed in 
both Mitchell and Durrant, is that the new strict 
approach will mean less satellite litigation, 
as parties will become more effi cient and 
there will be fewer applications for relief 
from sanctions. The counter-argument is 
that parties may become less co-operative, 
looking to take advantage of any and every 
breach by an opponent, which could mean 
more satellite litigation. Only time will tell.
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